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ABSTRACT 
We present two criteria for nonsingularity of matrices over general fields. The first 
applies to irreducible acyclic matrices with zero diagonal, the second to arbitrary 
combinatorially symmetric matrices. Both involve graphs of matrices and a closure 
operation on sets of vertices of the graphs. We focus attention not on the entries of 
the matrices under consideration but rather on patterns of zero entries of null vectors 
of the matrices. Our criteria are of theoretical rather than of computational interest. 
1. GRAPHS AND GRAPHS OF MATRICES 
By a graph we mean any undirected graph, which may contain loops, i.e., 
if graph G has vertex set V=(n) = {l,...,n} and edge set E, we allow 
{i,j}~Efori=j(andcall{i,i}aZoopofG).Vertex jisaneighborof 
vertex i if {i, j } E E; the set of neighbors of i will be denoted by N(i). 
A path of length k in G is a sequence vo, vi,. . . , ok of vertices for which 
{vi,vi+i} EE, i=O,l,..., k - 1. A path is closed if v0 = z)~; a closed path is 
acycleifk>3andvo,...,vk_i are distinct. The graph G is acyclic if it has 
no cycles. 
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We shall say that i is connected to j, and write i - j, if either i = j or 
i # j and there exists a path from i to j. A set of vertices is said to be 
connected if every pair of its vertices is connected. Connected acyclic graphs 
are trees or trees with loops. A component of a graph is a maximal connected 
set of its vertices, or, in other words, an equivalence class of the equivalence 
relation - . 
A subset w of V = V(G) is said to be closed in G if the cardinality 
IN(i)\wJ # 1 for all i E V, where N(i)\w is the complement of o in N(i). 
The collection of all closed sets in G will be denoted by Q(G). Since 
V(G) E Q(G) and O(G) is closed under taking intersections, for each LY c 
V(G) we may define the closure Z of (Y to be the smallest closed set in G 
containing LY. Note that if (Y c p then Cu c p. The smallest closed set in V( G ) 
is of course 0. 
Let A be an n x n matrix over an arbitrary field F. We define the gruph 
ofA to be the graph G(A) with V(G( A)) = (n) and 
E(G(A))= {{i,j}:u,ifOora,,#O}. 
We say that A is acyclic if G(A) is an acyclic graph. If 1y c (n), let A[a] be 
the principal submatrix of A based on (Y, and let A( a) = A[ (~‘1, where 
(Y’ = (n)\o. For i E a, let (i), be the component of G( A[ a]) containing i. 
Note that G( A [ a]) is just the subgraph of G(A) determined by vertex set 0~. 
A component of A is a principal submatrix A [ a] for which (Y is a component 
of G(A). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The matrix A is combinutorially symmetric if 
aij f 0 iff aji f 0, i, j E (n). 
Note that if A is irreducible and acyclic, then it must also be combinatorially 
symmetric. For any x E F”, let w(x) be the set of indices of zero entries of X, 
i.e., 
o(r)= {iE(n):x,=O}. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let A E F”,” be a combinutorially symmetric matrix. Zf 
Ax = 0, then o(x) E Q( G( A)). Zf (n) is the only element of a( G( A)), then. 
A is nonsingular. 
Proof. Suppose that N(i)\w(r) = { j} for some j E (n). Then 
(Ax)~ = c aikxk = aijxj. 
k E N(i)\w(x) 
Since A is combinatorially symmetric, aij f 0; and since j @ w(x), x j f 0. 
This implies that (Ax)~ # 0, a contradiction. The last statement is now 
obvious from the first. H 
EXAMPLE. Both statements of Proposition 1 fail in general for matrices 
(over any F) which are not combinatorially symmetric. For 
‘-1 
0 X= 
Ax = 0, yet w(x) = { 2,3} @ Q(G( A)) = { (4)). (This A is even irreducible.) 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a graph with vertex set (n), and let o E Q(G). 
There exists a (0, 1, - 1) matrix A E F"*" fbr which G(A) = G and Ax = 0 
for the (0,l) vector x with o(x) = w. 
Proof. Let x be the (0,l) vector satisfying o(r) = o. For each i E (n), 
either N(i) c w or IN( i)\wJ >, 2. In either case, we can choose 
1, kEN(i) 
aik = 
0, kEN(i). 
In the first case this defines all a ik, k = 1,. . . , h. In the second case, we must 
still determine aik E {O,l, - l}, k E N(i)\w, so that 
k aikXk= c a,,=0 
k=l kc N(i)\w 
(1) 
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and so that, when A is completely defined, 
a VP0 Or awJ f 0 iff p and CJ are neighbors in G. (2) 
Our proof (and completion of the definition of A) will be by induction 
on i. 
i = 1: If IN(l)\01 is even, we can choose a,, E (1, - 1) for k E N(l)\w 
so that (1) is satisfied. If IN(l)\ol is odd (and at least 3), there exists a 
k, E N( l)\w with k, 3 2. Without loss of generality k, = 2, and we can 
define aI2 = 0 and choose a Ik E { 1, - l} for the other k E N(l)\0 so that 
(1) holds. 
i = 2: If I?V(2)\wl is even, again we can choose a2k E (1, - 1) for 
k E N(2)\@. If IA7(2)\0( is odd (and at least 3), there exists a k, E N(2)\0 
with k, > 3. Without loss of generality k, = 3, and we can define a= = 0 
and choose ask E { 1, - 1) for the other k E N(2)\0. In either case, as 1 and 
2 are neighbors in 6, we will have azl f 0 as required. 
Now assume we have completely defined rows 1,2,. . . , j - 1 of A so that, 
for 1 < i < j - 1, (1) holds, so that 
aik=O for kEN(i)\w onlyif k,<i+l, 
and so that, for 16 p, 4 ,< j - 1, (2) holds. 
i =j: If IN(j)\ w is even, again we can choose a jk E { 1, - 1) for ( 
kEYj)\cJ. If IN(j)\ w is odd (and at least 3), there exists a kj E N(j)\0 I 
withk,P(j-l,j}.Jfth ere exists such a k j > j + 1, without loss of general- 
ity k, = j +-1, and we can define aij+l = 0 and choose ajk E { 1, - l} for the 
other kEN(j)\w. If ajk=O, k=j+l,...,n, then we must have kj=h< 
j - 2. Let ajh = 0, and choose a jk E (1, - 1) for the other k E N(j)\w. We 
must have ahi # 0, as h and j are neighbors in G and j > h + 1. For all 
other 16 p < j - 1, q = j, (2) clearly holds. n 
NOTE. Given a graph G and o E O(G), for any field F # GF(2) we can 
prove that there exists a combinatorially symmetric matrix A E F"- n for 
which G(A) = G and Ax = 0 for the (0,l) vector x with W(X) = w. The 
proof relies on the fact that, in any F # GF(2), for any positive integer m > 2 
there exist nonzero a Ir.. . , am E F whose sum is zero. We cannot do this in 
GF(2), and the existence of an appropriate combinatorially symmetric A 
cannot be guaranteed. 
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To see this, if G is 
1 2 
Y 4 
3‘ 
then w = (4) E St(G). The only combinatorially symmetric A with G(A) = G 
is 
and for the vector zx for which o(x) = w = {4}, Ax # 0. 
3. ACYCLIC MATRICES WITH ZERO DIAGONAL 
Our principal result in this section will show that if F # GF(2), an 
irreducible and acyclic matrix A E F”* ” with zero diagonal is nonsingular iff 
G(A) has no proper closed sets. Note that an irreducible acyclic matrix with 
zero diagonal is a matrix whose graph is a tree (without loops). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, B E F”,” be irreducible acyclic matrices with 
zero diagonals, and suppose G(A) = G(B). Then there exist nonsingular 
diagonal matrices X, Y E F”,” for which B = XAY. 
Proof. The proof follows closely that of case 1 in Theorem 1 of [l]. w 
THEOREM 1. Let F f GF(2). Let A E F”*” be irreducible and acyclic, 
with zero diagonal. Then, for every w E O(G(A)), there exists a vector 
x E F” for which W(T) = w and Ax = 0. 
The following are thus equivalent: 
(i) A is nonsingular, 
(ii) Izr= (n), 
(iii) (n) is the only ekrnent of O(G(A)). 
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Proof. Let A be a combinatorially symmetric matrix, and let o E 
ti(G(A)). As F + GF(2), by the note after Proposition 2 there exists a 
combinatorially symmetric matrix B E F”,” and a (0,l) vector y for which 
G(B) = G(A), w(y) = o, and By = 0. B must also be irreducible and 
acyclic. By Proposition 3, there exists nonsingular diagonal matrices X, Y for 
which B = XAY. NOW O= By = XAYy implies Ax = 0 for x = Yy, and 
w(x) = w(y) = 0. 
That (i), (ii), and (iii) are now equivalent is immediate from the above and 
Proposition 1. H 
EJCAMPLES. The requirement that A have zero diagonal cannot be 
deleted: take, over F of characteristic not 2, 
The theorem also fails for general combinatorially symmetric matrices; con- 
sider, over F of characteristic not 2, the nonsingular matrix 
As corollaries of Theorem 1, we mention the following two statements. 
Each is easily proved independently, and each provides motivation for the 
results of this paper. 
COROLLARY 1. An n x n irreducible tridiagonal matrix with zero diago- 
nal is nonsingular iff n is even. 
COROLLARY 2. An irreducible matrix with zero diagonul whose graph is 
a star is always singular. 
A star graph has the form, for n > 3, 
1 
n-l 
\I/ n : 
-_ 
-_ _- -- 
2 
For such a graph G, z= { n}. For n = 4, the star graph and the example 
matrix following Proposition 2 give a counterexample to the first statement of 
Theorem 1 for F = GF(2). 
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%fAMPLE. It is easy to calculate using Theorem 1 that if G is the graph 
9 
then any irreducible matrix A for which G(A) = G is nonsingular, as 
??= (n) in G. 
4. A SPECIAL CLOSED SET 
In this section we give an algorithmic definition of a special closed set in 
(n) to be used in the next section for the determination of nonsingularity. 
Let A be an n X o matrix over an arbitrary field F, and let G = G(A). 
We first define a closed set ‘p(A) c (a) by the algorithm in Figure 1. This 
L= b 
M:=[ie K : det A [ (if<] #O} 
FIG. 1. 
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algorithm is very similar to the one for constructing &(A) defined in [3]. 
Observe also that in determining M we need only consider (i),- for which 
I(i)KI > 1; any (i)K with det A[(i)J + 0 will have I(i)Kl > 1. To see this, 
suppose that for some i E K we hav_e ( i)K = { i } and a ii f 0. Then IN(i)\ L 
= {i}) = 1, a contradiction to L = L. 
Wehavear#0iffN(i)={j)forsomei,jE(n).IfG(A)isconnected 
and 0=0, then K = (n) and 
If z# 0, we do not have to calculate det A. This is however of no practical 
value, as any reasonable computational procedure to determine det A would 
first reduce the problem by omitting successively rows and columns which 
have a single nonzero entry; the reduced matrix would have z= 0. 
EXAMPLES. Over F of characteristic not two, 
A=[; ; ; !], B-;; ; ; ;I. 
G(A) = G(B): 
3 
1 2 
--_$ 
4 
iz= {2}, K= {l}u(3,4}. 
det A [3,4] = 0, q(A) =z= PI; det A = 0; 
det B[3,4] = - 1, 9(B) = (2) u {3,4} = (4); detB=l. 
In fact, as we show next, our algorithm never requires more steps than 
required to calculate q(B) above. It actually has the form shown in Figure 2. 
That this is true follows from the fact that the components of (n)\z 
are components of (n)\ 0. And this follows from an examination of cases, 
using the following. 
LEMMA. Suppose L =Z# (fl), K = (n)\L. Then every exterior vertex 
1 EL (i.e. N(Z)n K +0) neighbors an isolated vertex k of K (i.e., (k), = 
{kl). 
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FIG. 2. 
Proof. There exists an ordering I,,. . . , 1, of the elements of L and 
distinct ul,..., uq of (n) for which 
{4> =N(u,), (1,) =N%)\{G..> {I,} =N(u,)\{Z,,...,Z,-,}. 
Suppose L has p exterior vertices, and 9 - p vertices for which N( 1) c L. 
Suppose ui,, . . . , O~,E K and ui,, . . . , D~,_,E L. Then Zi,, . . . , Zis are distinct 
vertices of L neighboring vertices of K, and s < p. On the other hand, 
N("j,) L { li,...> li,} CL L> t=1,...,9--s, 
so that 9 - s < 9 - p, i.e. p < s. Thus p = s. Finally, 
N(“i,) < { zi,***, ‘i,} CL, t=1,...,p, 
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so that ( IJ~,)~ = { uj, }, and the exterior vertices Zi,, . . . , Ziv all neighbor isolated 
vertices of K. w 
5. COMBINATORIALLY SYMMETRIC MATRICES WITH (POSSIBLY) 
NONZERO DIAGONAL ENTRIES 
The nonsingularity criterion given in Theorem 1 is purely graph-theoretic 
[and does not apply to matrices over GF(2)]. In this section we give, in 
Theorem 2, a nonsingularity criterion involving &A) which is not purely 
graph-theoretic and which holds over an arbitrary field. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A E F”,” be combinutorially symmetric. If Ax = 0, 
then q(A) c o(r). Thus if A is also singular, (p(A) + (n). 
Proof. Suppose Ax = 0; then o = W(X) E fi(G( A)) by Proposition 1. Let 
LCW and K = (n)\L. Then A[K]r[K] =O, and for every ig K, 
A [( i)K] r [( i),] = 0. Whenever A [( i)K] is nonsingular, then x [( i)K] = 0 and 
(i)K c w. As 0~ o, TC o, and it follows by the definitions of q(A) and of 
closure that in every step of the algorithm we have L c o, hence cp( A) c o. 
The second statement is obvious. n 
COROLLARY 3. Let F f GF(2), and let A E F”,” be irreducible and 
acyclic, with zero diagonal. Then q(A) =z. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, w(x) =z for some x, Ax = 0. By Proposition 4, 
cp(A)cIZ!.Butalsozccp(A). n 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A E F”-“. Zf q(A) z (n), then A is sing&r. 
Proof. Our proof will be by induction on n. For n = 1, if ‘p( A ) z ( n ) 
then cp( A) = 0 and A is singular. We assume the result true for matrices of 
order less than n, and consider a matrix A of order n for which cp( A) z (n). 
If zz0, then q(A)# (n) [and in fact cp( A) = 01 iff A is singular. If 
0 # 0, then G(A) has a vertex i with only one neighbor j. If j = i, then 
a,, f 0, G( A[ i]) is a component of G(A), A is singular iff A(i) is, and 
cp(A)=cp(A(i))u{i}. As q(A)+(n), then q(A(i))+ (n)\{i}, and by 
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induction A(i) and A are singular. We shall assume j f i. If aij = 0 or 
a ji = 0, then A would have a zero row or column and would be singular. 
Thus we may also assume aij + 0 and a ji + 0, and 
detA=faijajidetA(i, j). (3) 
We next note that 
v(A) = rp(A(i, j)) U Q, (4) 
where 
i 
{i, j}, Nj)\{i, jl e&WJ)L 
‘= {j}, N(j)\{i,j)~cp(A(i,j)). 
The proof of (4) requires the definition of q(A) and that of the closure of a 
subset L of (n) as the smallest closed set containing L, and the application 
of these ideas to A and A(i, j). 
Finally, if q(A) = cp(A(i, j))U {i, j} and &A) # (n), then cp(A(i, j)) # 
(n)\{i, j}; and if not, a.s N(j)\{& j} c cp(A(i, j>), again cp(A(i, j)) # 
(n)\{ i, j }. In either case, by induction, det A( i, j) = 0, by (4) det A = 0, 
and A is singular. m 
Combining Propositions 4 and 5, we obtain immediately our second 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let AE F”*” be combinatorially symmetric. Then A is 
nonsingular iff ‘p(A) = (n). 
For surveys of other nonsingularity criteria involving combinatorial crite- 
ria, see [2] and [4]. 
6. AN EXTENSION FOR IRREDUCIBLE ACYCLIC MATRICES 
Theorem 2 implies that, for any combinatorially symmetric n X n matrix 
A, if L is a proper closed subset of (n) obtained by applications of the 
original algorithm to z, and if all components of A[( n)\L] are singular, 
then A is singular. In this section we show that if A is actually irreducible 
acyclic, this property holds for all proper closed subsets L of (n). 
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THEOREM 3. Let A E F"*" be irreducible and acyclic, and let L be a 
proper closed subset of (n). Zf all components of A[( n)\ L] are singular, 
then A is singular. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n. Whenever L = 0, we 
have nothing to prove. If n = 1 or n = 2, the only possible L is the empty set. 
Assume the assertion holds for n < m, and let n = m. 
We can assume L + 0. Let C be a component of G( A[L]). Let M = 
(n)\C, and let S, be th e set of all components of G( A [ Ml). 
Since A is irreducible and acyclic, it is combinatorially symmetric, and 
G(A) is connected. Since also C f (n), there exists an i E C such that 
{i,j}~Eforsomej~M.Giventhat i~C,let 
S, = {a E S,: { i, j} E E for some j E a} = { ai,. . , a,, }. 
For k = 1 ,...,h, as C and ak are components of G(A[L]) and G(A[M]) 
respectively and as A is acyclic, there exists a unique j, E (Ye for which 
(i, j,} E E. Since C is a component of the closed set L, we must have h > 1. 
Observethatfork=l,...,h, a,nL#aa,as jkEL. 
Observe also that for k = 1,. . . , h, every component of A[q\ L] is a 
component of A[(n)\ L], so that we may apply the inductive hypothesis to 
A[(Y~], obtaining a nonzero vector .zk for which A[ak]zk = 0. If for some k, 
k = l,..., h, we have z;~ = 0, then we construct a nonzero vector x for which 
Ax=Oby 
If z;~ # 0, k = 1,. . , 11, we define h vectors 
yk = ( “ijxz;k) lzk, k = l,.. 
y” = - [(h - l)ni,,&] ‘z”. 
(As A is combinatorially symmetric, aijc # 0, k = 1, 
a scalar multiple of zk, k = 1,. . . , h, and that 
. , h.) Observe that yk is 
h-l, 
i aij,yi”,= 0. 
k=l 
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Thus, the nonzero vector x defined by 
k 
xt = Yt 7 tEa,, 
k=l,...,h, 
0, otherwise. 
satisfies AX = 0. n 
EXAMPLE. Theorem 3 is false if we replace the condition “all compo- 
nents of A[(n)\L] are singular” by “A[( n)\L] is singular,” as is demon- 
strated by the following matrix. Over F of the characteristic not two, 
The matrix A is nonsingular. Observe that 
Let L be the set (3}, which is closed. The matrix A[(5)\{3}] is singular, but 
A is nonsingular. Observe that A[ 1,2] is a singular component of A(3), while 
A[4,5] is a nonsingular component of A(3). 
EXAMPLE. Theorem 3 does not hold in general for matrices whose 
graphs are not acyclic. For example consider the following nonsingular matrix 
over F of characteristic not two: 
1 1 1 0 
A= [ 1 1 1 
12 0 
0   ’ 1 1’ 0 
whose graph is 1 
3 49 2 
4 
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If we choose L = {4}, then L is closed and the only component of A(4) is 
the singular matrix A [ 1,2,3]. 
7. CAN WE AVOID EVALUATING det A [( i)k]? 
As presented, our algorithm for q(A) is pure!y graph-theoretic in two 
cases: 
if z= (n), then ‘p(A) = (rz) and A is nonsingular; 
if Z# (n), but all l(i),,,,,] = 1, then q(A) =z# (n) and A is singular. 
On the other hand, as we have seen, we must calculate det A in the case 
0 =z. 
More generally, an interesting question is whether we can improve 
Theorem 2 by finding a graph-theoretical way to avoid the evaluations of the 
determinants det A[( i)K] in the algorithm to construct cp( A). We can now 
show that such an improvement is impossible for acyclic combinatorially 
symmetric matrices over F f GF(2). 
Observe that in each step of the algorithm, for all i E K, 0 E 
Q(G( A[(i)K])). It will be enough to show that for any acyclic graph G with 
0 = 0 there exist both a singular A and a nonsingular B which are combina- 
torially symmetric and for which G(A) = G(B) = G. The existence of such a 
singular A was established in Proposition 2 (actually, in the Note following 
Proposition 2). 
Before showing the existence of a nonsingular B, we first define a 
matching M on a graph G to be set of pairwise disjoint edges which covers 
the vertices incident upon its edges. The matching M is complete if M 
covers V, the vertex set of G. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G be a connected acyclic graph with IV I> 1 and 
IZI =z. Then there exists a complete matching of V. 
Proof. Our proof is by induction on JV]. If IV] = 2, then G has the form 
and {{Ll}, {2,2}} and ((L2)) are both complete matchings. Assume the 
assertion for ] V ] < n and let ]V ) = n. As G is acyclic and IV] > 1, there exists 
a vertex i for which N(i)\(i) = {j} for some j#l. As 0=z, we have 
N(i) = {i, j}. 
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Case 1. j E iV( j). In this case G\{ i } satisfies the hypotheses of the 
proposition, and by induction there is a complete matching of V\{ i }. 
Adding ( i, i } yields a complete matching of V. 
Case 2. j @ N(j). In this case we define graph G’ as the graph G\{ i) 
with the edge {j, j} added. Clearly G’ satisfies the hypotheses, and by 
induction there is a complete matching on G’. If { j, j } is part of the 
complete matching on G’, replacing it by {i, j } yields a complete matching 
on G. If { j, j} is not part of the complete matching on G’, we add {i, i} to 
obtain a complete matching on G. n 
Returning to our discussion of the algorithm for cp( A), let C be a 
combinatorially symmetric matrix whose graph is G. If, for simplicity of 
notation, the complete matching obtained in Proposition 6 consisted of edges 
{1,2},..., {2Z-1,22} andloops {22+1,21+l},...,{n,n), then 
Q12u21 ’ *. a 21-1,21a21,21-1Q21+1.21+1 . . ’ an,n 
is a nonzero diagonal product, and by Proposition 3 of [2] there is a 
combinatorially symmetric nonsingular B for which G(B) = G(C) = G. 
Proposition 6 does not hold in general for non-acyclic graphs, as demon- 
strated by the graph 
7 
which has no complete matching. In view of this example, one might still 
hope to find a further graph-theoretic approach in determining the singularity 
of a non-acyclic matrix. 
8. A RANK RESULT FOR COMBINATORIALLY 
SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
Let A be an n X n matrix over an arbitrary field F, and let S C_ (n). We 
define the set 
y(S)= {iES:N(i)cS}, 
and we denote by p(A) and v(A) the rank and nullity respectively of A. 
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THEOREM 4. Let A E F"," be ccnnbinotorially symmetric. Then 
Y(A) = &++I) -hh(A))I~ 
n 
where the summation is over the set of components of G(A(q(A))). 
Proof. Again, our proof will be by induction on n. As A is combinatori- 
ally symmetric, it may be thought of as a direct sum of irreducible matrices. 
In fact, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to assume that A itself is 
irreducible. If n = 1 the result is trivial. Assume that it holds for n < m, and 
let n = m > 1. If either q(A) =0 or q(A) = (n), there is nothing? prove, 
so we may assume that 0 5 v(A) $ (n). This implies that 0 f 0. There 
exist i, j E (n), i # j, for which N(j) = {i}. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. i E y(cp(A)) i.e., i E q(A), but N(i)c q(A). In this case, i 
has at least two neighbors not in q(A). As i is the only neighbor of j, we 
have a jj = 0 and j Ez. It follows that j 4 v(A). In this case, 
&4(i)) = cp(A)\{i 
To see this, note first that 
where z’ is the closure of 0 in G(A(i)), and that the components of 
K = (n)\z and K’=((n)\(i})\O’ are identical. From (5), the compo- 
nents of G(B((p(B))), where B = A(i), are those of G(A(q(A))). 
Applying the inductive assumption to A(i), we get 
y(A) = &++I) - h+dA)) t+1, 
a 
where LY runs through the components of G(A((p(A))). 
As is well known, 
(61 
p(A) d P(W)) +C 
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which is equivalent to 
v(A) 2 v(A(i)) - 1. (7) 
Let iV( A) denote the null space of A, and let fi( A) denote the set of vectors 
in N(A) with ith coordinate deleted. Since i E ‘p(A), by Proposition 4 we 
have 
#(A) & N(A(i)). (8) 
As akj = Sik (Kronecker delta), the vector ej with coordinates akj (but ith 
coordinate deleted) belongs to N(A(i)) but not N(A). Thus we have strict 
containment in (8) so that by (7) u(A) >, r(A(i)) - 1. The result in this case 
now follows from (6). 
Case 2. i @ y(q( A)), i.e., i~cp(A) (us iEz> but N(i)c cp(A). In 
this case j must be the only vertex whose only neighbor is i. (If k were 
another such vertex, then j, k es, a jj = akk = 0, so j, k 4 q(A), a contra- 
diction.) Whether j l 3 or j era, 
by reasoning similar to that in Case 1 for (5). Also, the set of components of 
G( B( q( II)) [B = A(i)] is the set of components of G( A( cp( A)) together with 
{ j }. Since y( (p( B)) = y( (p( A)), the induction hypothesis again yields (6), and 
the proof concludes as in Case 1. n 
COROLLARY 4. lf F # GF(2) and A is combinatorially symmetric and 
acyclic with zero diagonal entries, then 
v(A) = n - IF,1 - I@-> I. 
Proof. By Corollary 3 q(A) =z. Also, every component of A((p(A)) 
has order 1. n 
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